CALL TO ORDER          Senator Phil Berger, President Pro Tempore
PRAYER
JOURNAL APPROVAL
RATIFICATION OF BILLS ORDERED ENROLLED
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
REPORTS OF SELECT COMMITTEES
INTRODUCTIONS
MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
VETO MESSAGES FROM THE GOVERNOR
UNFINISHED BUSINESS
SPECIAL ORDERS
GENERAL ORDERS

PUBLIC BILLS

THIRD READING-ROLL CALL
HB 77  Torbett, Presnell, Iler, Shepard  5th Ed.
DOT 2020-2021 FY BUDGET/GOVERNANCE.  S Com Sub No. 3
4-4-19  Rules
6-16-20  w/d Rules; rerefer Appro/Base Bud; if fav Transp; if fav Finance; if fav Rules
6-17-20  unfav Com Sub; Sen Appro/Base Bud Com Sub adopted; rerefer Transp;
         unfav S Com Sub; Sen Transp Com Sub adopted; rerefer Finance; unfav S
         Com Sub #2; Sen Finance Com Sub adopted; rerefer Rules
6-18-20  fav; cal today; McInnis Amd # 1 adopted; passed 2nd rdg

SECOND READING-ROLL CALL
HB 1087  Lambeth  5th Ed.
WATER/WASTEWATER PUBLIC ENTERPRISE REFORM.  S Com Sub
6-15-20  Rules; w/d Rules; rerefer Appro/Base Bud; if fav Rules
6-17-20  unfav Com Sub #2; Sen Appro/Base Bud Com Sub adopted; rerefer Rules
6-18-20  fav

SECOND READING
SB 706  Brown  2nd Ed.
EDUC. CHANGES FOR MILITARY-CONNECTED STUDENTS.  Com Sub
5-1-20  Rules
6-4-20  w/d Rules; rerefer Ed/Higher Ed; if fav Rules
6-17-20  unfav bill; Ed/Higher Ed Com Sub adopted; rerefer Rules
6-18-20  fav
SECOND READING (continued)

**SB 708**  
Edwards, Krawiec, Burgin  
2nd Ed.

**CPS INTAKE SCREENING/PED RECOMMENDATIONS.**  
Com Sub

- 5-1-20  
  Rules
- 5-21-20  
  w/d Rules; rerefer Judiciary; if fav Health Care; if fav Rules
- 6-9-20  
  fav; rerefer Health Care
- 6-17-20  
  unfav bill; Health Care Com Sub adopted; rerefer Rules
- 6-18-20  
  fav

**SB 730**  
Daniel, Perry, Krawiec  
3rd Ed.

**THE NO PATIENT LEFT ALONE ACT.**  
Com Sub No. 2

- 5-14-20  
  Rules
- 5-28-20  
  w/d Rules; rerefer Health Care; if fav Appro/Base Bud; if fav Rules
- 6-11-20  
  unfav bill; Health Care Com Sub adopted; rerefer Appro/Base Bud
- 6-17-20  
  unfav Com Sub; Appro/Base Bud Com Sub adopted; rerefer Rules
- 6-18-20  
  fav

**SB 739**  
Perry, Searcy, Sawyer  
4th Ed.

**PERSONAL DELIVERY DEVICE/PDD/Delivery Robots.**  
Com Sub No. 3

- 5-18-20  
  Rules
- 5-20-20  
  w/d Rules; rerefer Comm/Ins; if fav Transp; if fav Rules
- 5-27-20  
  unfav bill; Comm/Ins Com Sub adopted; rerefer Transp
- 6-2-20  
  seq ref stricken Rules; seq ref to Appropriations/Base Budget added; seq ref to Rules added
- 6-10-20  
  unfav Com Sub; Transp Com Sub adopted; rerefer Appro/Base Bud; w/d Appro/Base Bud; rerefer Finance; if fav Rules
- 6-17-20  
  unfav Com Sub #2; Finance Com Sub adopted; rerefer Rules
- 6-18-20  
  fav

**SB 848**  
Newton, Hise, Tillman  
3rd Ed.

**COVID-19 ECONOMIC RECOVERY GRANTS.**  
Com Sub No. 2

- 5-27-20  
  Rules; w/d Rules; rerefer Finance; if fav Appro/Base Bud; if fav Rules
- 6-11-20  
  unfav bill; Finance Com Sub adopted; rerefer Appro/Base Bud
- 6-17-20  
  unfav Com Sub; Appro/Base Bud Com Sub adopted; rerefer Rules
- 6-18-20  
  fav

**HB 425**  
Faircloth, McNeill, Ross, Boles  
4th Ed.

**IMPLEMENT CONNER’S LAW.**  
S Com Sub

- 4-29-19  
  Rules
- 6-15-20  
  w/d Rules; rerefer Appro/Base Bud; if fav Rules
- 6-17-20  
  unfav Com Sub #2; Sen Appro/Base Bud Com Sub adopted; rerefer Rules
- 6-18-20  
  fav

**HB 918**  
Jarvis, Stevens, Murphy  
3rd Ed.

**EXPEDITE PERMANENCY/DHHS REPORT SNAP/TANF.**  
S Com Sub No. 2

- 5-6-19  
  Rules
- 8-20-19  
  w/d Rules; rerefer Health Care; if fav Judiciary; if fav Rules
- 8-21-19  
  unfav bill; Sen Health Care Com Sub adopted; rerefer Judiciary
- 10-24-19  
  unfav S Com Sub; Sen Judiciary Com Sub adopted; rerefer Rules
- 6-18-20  
  fav
PUBLIC BILLS (continued)

SECOND READING (continued)

HB 1050  Horn, Fraley, Clemmons  2nd Ed.
PED/LOW-PERFORMING SCHOOL DISTRICTS.  Com Sub
  6-4-20  Rules
  6-15-20  w/d Rules; rerefer Ed/Higher Ed; if fav Rules
  6-17-20  fav; rerefer Rules
  6-18-20  fav

HB 1163  Faircloth, Hardister  3rd Ed.
GUILFORD FUNDS/CABARRUS LAND/BRUNSW SHELLFISH.  S Com Sub No. 2
  6-11-20  Rules; w/d Rules; rerefer St/Loc Gov; if fav Rules
  6-16-20  Seq ref to Finance added; unfav bill; Sen St/Loc Gov Com Sub adopted; rerefer Finance
  6-17-20  unfav S Com Sub; Sen Finance Com Sub adopted; rerefer Rules
  6-18-20  fav

HB 1168  Corbin, McNeely  3rd Ed.
MURPHY BRANCH CORRIDOR REDUCTION.  S Com Sub
  5-28-20  Rules
  6-1-20  w/d Rules; rerefer Transp; if fav Appro/Base Bud; if fav Rules
  6-17-20  unfav Com Sub; Sen Transp Com Sub adopted; rerefer Appro/Base Bud; w/d Appro/Base Bud; rerefer Rules
  6-18-20  fav

FOR CONCURRENCE
SB 488  B. Jackson, Wells, Chaudhuri  3rd Ed.
DMV/MV DEALER CHANGES.  H Com Sub
  4-3-19  Rules
  4-17-19  w/d Rules; rerefer Pens/Ret/Aging; if fav Rules
  5-2-19  unfav bill; Pens/Ret/Aging Com Sub adopted; rerefer Rules
  5-6-19  fav
  5-7-19  passed 2nd & 3rd rdgs
  6-18-20  rec’d for concur H Com Sub; cal 6-19-20

COMMITTEE MEETINGS

Friday, June 19

JUDICIARY  8:00 a.m.  643 LOB
HB 885  Study Criminal Justice Data Collection.
HB 1067  Modernize Debt Settlement Prohibition.

APPROPRIATIONS/BASE BUDGET  8:30 a.m.  643 LOB
HB 451  Titus's Law.
HB 1096  UNC Omnibus Changes/UNC Lab School Funds.
COMMITTEE MEETINGS (continued)

Friday, June 19 (continued)

TRANSPORTATION
  SR 863  Confirm Secretary of DOT.

FINANCE
  HB 593  JCPC/Detention/CAA and Other Fees.

RULES AND OPERATIONS OF THE SENATE
  HB 736  Elective Share-Joint Accounts.
  HB 32  Collaborative Law.
  HB 652  Freedom to Worship Safely.
  HB 920  Condominium Association Changes.
  HB 455  Amend Various Motor Vehicle Laws.
  HB 258  Open Amusement Parks/Arcades/Venues.
  HB 686  Freedom to Celebrate the Fourth of July.
  HB 308  Various Ag/NER Changes.
  HB 902  Delay Certain ABC Permit Renewal Payments.
  HB 1053  PED/Military OL & Audiology Interstate Compact.
  HB 873  System Development Fee/ADU Sewer Permit.

ANNOUNCEMENT

Monday, June 22

NORTH CAROLINA CHILD WELL-BEING TRANSFORMATION COUNCIL

10:00 a.m.  1228/1327 LB

SARAH HOLLAND
Principal Clerk